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The Interrupters tells the moving and surprising stories of three Violence interrupters—ameena, cobe, 
and eddie—who aim to protect their chicago communities from the violence they once employed. from 
acclaimed director steve James and bestselling author alex kotlowitz, this film is an unusually intimate 
view of violence, its causes, and its interrupters.

ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS

ABOUT THE CURRICULUM WRITER

ABOUT THE FILM

Steve JaMeS

steve James is a celebrated producer and director of several award-winning 
documentary films. his most renowned film, Hoop Dreams (1994), follows the lives 
of two high school students with dreams of becoming basketball players. the film 
won numerous honors, including a Peabody and a robert f. kennedy Journalism 
award in 1995, and was selected for the library of congress’ national film registry. 
James’s most recent film, The Interrupters (2011), portrays a year inside the lives of 
former gang members in chicago who now intervene in violent conflicts. that film 
won the grand Jury Prize at the miami film festival and a special Jury award at full 
frame documentary festival.

aLex KotLowitZ 

alex kotlowitz wrote the bestselling book There Are No Children Here: The Story 
of Two Boys Growing Up in the Other America, published in 1991. the book has 
sold over half-a-million copies. his first journalism job—after a yearlong stint on an 
oregon cattle ranch—was with a small alternative newsweekly in lansing, michigan. 
since, kotlowitz has written for nPr, the Wall street Journal, the Washington Post, 
the chicago tribune, rolling stone, the atlantic and the new republic, and his 
journalism honors include the george foster Peabody award, the robert f. kennedy 
Journalism award and the george Polk award. he currently lives with his family just 
outside chicago.

tracee worLeY 

tracee Worley is an educator and curriculum developer who loves to design 
student-centered learning experiences. her work helps students, teachers, and 
organizations use the design process to develop curricula and environments that 
promote innovation and creativity. her innovative curricula have been featured by 
nbc and the new York times. she holds a b.a. in african-american studies from
uc berkeley, an m.a. in education from brooklyn college, and a m.s.W. from 
columbia university.
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LESSON PLAN: WOMEN PEACEMAKERS

grade Level: 9-12, college 
time: one to two 50-minute class periods
Subject areas: social studies, Women’s studies, sociology, criminal Justice

purpoSe oF the LeSSon

in an effort to stop the cycle of retaliatory violence that plagues the streets of chicago, former gang members 
and ex-convicts known as “violence interrupters” work with an organization called ceasefire, using their street 
credibility to stop shootings before they happen. ameena matthews, former drug ring enforcer and daughter 
of one of chicago’s most notorious gang leaders, uses her unique skills as a violence interrupter to identify 
and de-escalate a conflict before it turns to bloodshed. in this lesson, students will contemplate the realities of 
violence, its devastating impact on communities, and the capacity of “violence interrupters” to break the cycle 
of violence. students will also investigate the role gender plays in engaging communities and changing social 
norms around peace and violence.

teachers note: the topic of violence can be a sensitive issue in the classroom. it may take considerable work
to establish a classroom culture that allows all students to feel safe enough to discuss some of the issues brought 
up in this lesson plan. before teaching this lesson, it is recommended that you talk to your school guidance 
counselor about how to respond to student disclosures. Please refer to your school’s policies about reporting 
abuse and criminal activity. additionally, you may wish establish safe space with activities from these websites:
facing history and ourselves: facinghistory.org/resources/strategies/contracting 
teaching tolerance: tolerance.org/supplement/developing-empathy-high-school 
teachable moment: teachablemoment.org/high/teachingcontroversy.html

oBJectiveS

Students will:

• define the meaning of violence

• analyze chicago youth homicide statistics 

• identify and analyze the key traits ameena matthews embodies as a “violence interrupter” that allow 
her to successfully prevent shootings and mediate conflict in inner-city chicago

• consider the role gender plays in engaging communities and changing social norms around peace and 
violence

• compare the role of the 2011 nobel Peace laureates to the role ameena plays in settling violent disputes

• Write an activist spotlight, profiling ameena’s peace-building efforts

reSourceS

• film module: the interrupters: collective responsibility [8:39]

• film module: the interrupters: ameena & caprysha [9:42]

• lcd projector or dVd player

• Teacher Handout: Activist Spotlight Rubric

• Student Handout A: Film Module Worksheet 
Student Handout B: Activist Spotlight

• Whiteboard/blackboard and markers/chalk

• computers with internet access
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PRE-SCREENING ACTIVITY

You will need: Whiteboard/blackboard, dry-erase markers/chalk, computers with internet access
goal: before introducing ameena’s work with ceasefire, students will define violence and personalize the 
issue by discussing their perceptions of and experience with violence. they will examine and analyze youth 
homicide statistics in chicago to gain further perspective on the effects of violence on young people, their 
families, and communities.

outLine

1. explain to students that unfortunately, violence is a part of our daily lives. We see it on tV and 
portrayed in movies and video games. We hear about it in popular music. share the fact that the 
united states is one of the most violent nations in the world. the us has the highest youth homicide 
rate among the world’s 25 wealthiest nations, and violence is the second leading cause of death 
among young people ages 15 to 19.

2. Write the term Violence on the board and have students brainstorm how they would define violence 
in their own words. record their responses.

3. divide the students into small groups of three to five. assign the questions listed below to each group. 

• Where have you witnessed violence?

• Why do you think there is so much violence in our society?

• Why do you think violence is the second leading cause of death among young people ages 15 to 19?

• how has violence effected your life?

discussing violence in the classroom poses enormous challenges since students are often reluctant to 
share their personal experiences with classmates. before students answer the discussion questions, 
identify what rules the class would like to establish for discussing the personal experiences. teachers 
can find useful guidelines for “contracting” at facing history and ourselves’ website: 
facinghistory.org/resources/strategies/contracting

4. ask a volunteer from each of the small groups to briefly summarize their responses to the questions 
discussed.

5. next, read aloud the centers for disease control and Prevention’s (cdc) definition of violence: 
 
“The intentional use of physical force or power, threatened or actual, against another person or   
against a group or community that results in or has a high likelihood of resulting in injury, death,   
psychological harm, maldevelopment, or deprivation.” (dahlberg & krug, 2002)

6. check for student understanding of the cdc definition by asking them to rewrite it in their own words. 
ask students to share their definitions. 

7. ask students if they are surprised to hear that the cdc approaches violence as a public health issue 
that can be addressed in similar manner to other injuries or health problems. Why or why not? ask 
students to describe the similarities violence might have to an infectious disease. an example of this 
idea can be found in the ameena matthews interview on the colbert report: 
huffingtonpost.com/2012/02/02/ameena-matthews-the-interrupters_n_1250150.html 
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PRE-SCREENING ACTIVITY CONT.

8. have students visit red eye chicago’s website, and examine a map/list of the 382 youth ages 15-20 
who have been killed in chicago since January 1, 2008: 
homicides.redeyechicago.com/age/15-20/#homicide_link_2170624 
discuss the statistics with students: 

• how these statistics make you feel?

• What is the leading cause of homicide among youth in chicago? 

• Who is more likely to be killed: young men or young women? Why do you think this is?

• What do you think are some of the causes of the violence?

• What are some possible solutions?

9. have students briefly revisit their definition of violence and recap some of the comments that were 
made during the group discussion in step 3. ask them what they think the role of a “violence interrupter” 
might be.

10. inform students that they are going to watch two film modules that features the work of ceasefire 
employee and “violence interrupter,” ameena matthews. explain that as a former gang member and 
daughter of a famous gang leader, ameena’s skills and street credibility allow her to successfully 
interrupt potentially volatile conflicts on the streets. let students know that community mobilization 
is a key component of ameena’s strategy, which includes street outreach, mentorship, and drawing 
upon her ties in the community.
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VIEWING/DISCUSSING THE MODULES

goal: students will watch the film modules and discuss the key traits and skills ameena matthews embodies 
as a “violence interrupter” that allow her to successfully prevent shootings and mediate conflict. they will 
also consider the role gender plays in engaging communities and changing social norms around peace and 
violence.

introduce ModuLe 1

You will need: Pens and writing paper, lcd projector or dVd player, film module: The Interrupters, collective 
responsibility [8:39], Student Handout A: Film Module Worksheet

• distribute Student Handout A: Film Module Worksheet and review together before viewing the modules. 

• instruct students to fill in their graphic organizer while viewing a module introducing ameena’s 
background and highlighting her work in the streets. tell students to keep the worksheet for reference 
during the post-screening discussion. 

 optional: Provide additional context for the film module by screening the trailer for the film, which can  
 be found at interrupters.kartemquin.com/trailer to acquire the full length version of the film, visit: 
 interrupters.kartemquin.com

ModuLe 1 poSt-Screening diScuSSion

You will need: Pens and writing paper, lcd projector or dVd player, film module: The Interrupters, collective 
responsibility [8:39], Student Handout A: Film Module Worksheet 
 
begin by discussing the film module and ask for volunteers to share their notes on Student Handout A: Film 
Module Worksheet. use the following prompts to guide the class discussion: 

• how does ameena’s personal experience give her access to the streets of chicago?

• describe ameena’s personality traits. how do they help her interrupt violence?

• What connections does ameena have in the community? how do those connections help her identify   
 potentially violent situations?

• What skills does ameena use to capture the attention of the young people she works with? how does   
 she gain their trust?

•  Who does ameena hold accountable for street violence? What does she ask community members to do?

• in the film, ameena is referred to as the “golden girl” who can get in where male violence interrupters   
 can’t get in—why is this? how might ameena’s gender be an asset when attempting to interrupt a   
 violent situation? how might it hinder her? 

• is peace “feminine”? is street and gang violence “masculine”?

• does ameena use different tactics to interrupt violence than men might use? if so, why might this be 
the case?

• What are the advantages of recruiting former gang members, like ameena, to prevent violence? What 
are the disadvantages?

• how is the job of an interrupter different than the job of social worker or a police officer?



introduce ModuLe 2

You will need: Pens and writing paper, lcd projector or dVd player, film module: The Interrupters, ameena 
& caprysha [9:42], Student Handout A: Film Module Worksheet

• ask students to continue taking notes on their graphic organizer while viewing another module 
that explores ameena’s mentorship with a troubled teen named caprysha. tell students to keep the 
worksheet for reference during the post-screening discussion. instruct students to fill in their graphic 
organizer while viewing a module introducing ameena’s background and highlighting her work in the 
streets. tell students to keep the worksheet for reference during the post-screening discussion.

ModuLe 2 poSt Screening diScuSSion

You will need: Pens and writing paper, Student Handout A: Film Module Worksheet

 1. begin by discussing the film module and ask for volunteers to share their notes on Student Handout 
 A: Film Module Worksheet. use the following prompts to guide the class discussion:

• Why do you think young women like caprysha get involved in violent activity? What unique realities  
 affect young women such as caprysha?

• in the film module, ameena calls caprysha “little meena.” What do ameena and caprysha have in 
common? Why does ameena make a  particularly good mentor for a young woman in caprysha’s 
situation?

• describe ameena’s approach to mentoring caprysha. What challenges does she face in trying to get 
caprysha to follow the right path?

• Who/what were some of ameena’s violence interrupters?

8

VIEWING/DISCUSSING THE MODULES CONT.
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POST-SCREENING ACTIVITY

You will need: Pens and writing paper, Student Handout A: Film Module Worksheet and Student Handout B: 
Activist Spotlight and Teacher Handout: Activist Spotlight Rubric.
goal: students will brainstorm what a peacemaker is and learn about the three female activists and political 
leaders who were awarded the nobel Peace Prize in 2011. then students will write an activist spotlight, 
profiling ameena’s peace building efforts.

poSt-Screening diScuSSion

1. Write the term Peacemaker on the board and have students brainstorm how they would define a  
peacemaker in their own words. record their responses. ask students: how is ameena an example of 
a peacemaker?

2. ask students what they know about the nobel Peace Prize. explain that the prize was established 
in scientist alfred nobel’s will to celebrate achievements of peacemakers that “have conferred the 
greatest benefit on mankind.” 

3. ask students to identify the qualifications, qualities, and achievements they think the winner of a nobel 
Peace Prize should possess, and why. create a list of qualifications, qualities, and achievements on the 
board.

4. explain to students that in 2011, three female activists and political leaders—liberian President ellen 
Johnson sirleaf, her compatriot leymah gbowee, and pro-democracy campaigner tawakul karman 
of Yemen—were awarded the 2011 nobel Peace Prize for “their nonviolent struggle for the safety of 
women and for women’s rights” as peacemakers.

5. as a class, you may want to read and discuss the article, “nobel Peace Prize awarded to three 
activist Women” (nytimes.com/2011/10/08/world/nobel-peace-prize-johnson-sirleaf-gbowee-
karman.html?ref=world&pagewanted=all), focusing on the following questions:

• for what achievement or achievements did each recipient receive the nobel Peace Prize? 

• how does each recipient’s achievements help to make the world a more peaceful place? 

• What are the significant events and issues that frame each recipient’s work as a peacemaker?

• in what ways is ameena’s work as a violence interrupter similar to the work of these peacemakers?

• What role can women play in promoting peace worldwide?

6. distribute Student Worksheet B: Activist Spotlight. explain to students that the nobel Women’s 
initiative’s website features profiles of women from around the world whose work promotes peace—
work that is often carried out in the shadows with little recognition. explain to students that they 
will be designing an “activist spotlight” page for ameena to be included on the nobel Women’s 
initiative’s website. review the rubric with the class.

7. students can view examples of other activist spotlights by visiting: nobelwomensinitiative.org/
spotlight. as a class, compile a list of the components of an activist spotlight:

• a photo

• background information on the activist

• an explanation of the activist’s work, including their key accomplishments, goals, and challenges

• a quote from the activist

• a video clip of the activist
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POST-SCREENING ACTIVITY CONT.

8.  students use online resources, such as interviews and videos, to gather information about ameena. 
some resources include:

• interview: “meet ameena matthews, one of chicago’s gang ‘interrupters’”: indiewire.com/article/
interview_meet_ameena_matthews_one_of_chicagos_gang_interrupters

• interview: “it’s a warzone here - a look the interrupters and interview with ameena matthews”: 
permanentplastichelmet.com/2011/12/06/its-a-warzone-here-a-look-at-the-interrupters-and-
interview-with-ameena-matthews

• interview: “how can We interrupt Violence?”: msmagazine.com/blog/blog/2011/09/13/how-can-we-
interrupt-violence

• interview: “it’s either kill or be killed...”: pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/social-issues/interrupters/its-
either-kill-or-be-killed  

• Video: ameena speaks at a Young man’s funeral: youtube.com/watch?v=uVzhX8qsrqe

• Video: ameena’s Prayer Vigil: youtube.com/watch?v=uVzhX8qsrqe

9. students can publish their activist profiles online using blogging platforms, such as:

• edublogs: edublogs.org 

• Pen.io: pen.io 

• Pencamp: pencamp.com

10. use the Teacher Handout: Activist Profile Rubric to review students’ profiles (also allow the students 
to assess themselves.) consider whether students’ profiles synthesize information from a variety of  
sources to highlight ameena’s key accomplishments, goals, and challenges.
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POST-SCREENING ACTIVITY CONT.

aSSeSSMent eSSaY

as stated in the pre-screening discussion “violence is a part of our daily lives.” based on what you’ve 
learned, what qualities do you possess that would help you to contribute as a violence interrupter in your 
own community? how is your community’s affected by violence? how are women, specifically, affected by 
violence? What actions would you choose to take as a violence interrupter? Who would you work with?
What outcome(s) would you hope to achieve? 

extenSionS

1.  to encourage further understanding of the impact of the youth homicide statistics from the pre-screening activity, explain 
that violence has a profound impact on the lives of young people, their families, friends, communities, and society in general. 
divide students into groups of three to five and distribute chart paper. instruct them to create 3 webs: individuals, families, 
and communities. ask them to brainstorm the ways in which individuals, families, and communities are affected by the 
statistics they examined. suggestions may include:

•  individuals: injury, death, trauma, anxiety, fear, depression, substance abuse, interference with academic achievement/graduation 
rate, increased incarceration rates

• families: family stress and instability, parents worrying about their children

• communities: increased costs for medical care, law enforcement, social services, lost economic productivity, decrease in property 
values 

have students create informational brochures on the “cost of violence.” students can visit the cdc’s website (cdc.gov/
violenceprevention/violentdeaths/cost_estimates.html) to access statistics on the economic cost of youth violence.

2. in order to get students thinking about their point of view regarding prevention and intervention strategies, do a  “stand and 
declare” activity. Write “strongly agree” and “strongly disagree” on two pieces of paper and post them up at the opposite ends 
of the classroom. explain that you will read a statement then students will stand on the spot between the two extremes that 
represents their stance. once students have chosen their spot, ask three or four volunteers to explain why they chose their 
stance. after hearing the viewpoints expressed, ask if anyone wants to move to a different spot. remind students to listen 
to the speaker and to voice their opinions respectfully. once students understand how the activity works, read the following 
statements:

• Police should arrest young people who commit violent crimes, so they understand that out-of-control behavior won’t be 
tolerated.

• the courts should hold parents responsible for the illegal behavior of their children.

• communities should organize to help, using the churches, parents, and neighborhoods, engaging former gang members and 
ex-convicts to reach violent young people.

3. ceasefire founder, gary slutkin, compares street and gang violence to infectious diseases like tuberculosis and aids. his 
strategy is to go to the source of the infection and interrupt the transmission of violence. ask students to read alex kotlowitz’s 
new York times magazine article, “blocking the transmission of Violence” (nytimes.com/2008/05/04/magazine/04health-t.
html?pagewanted=all) then have them design a storyboard for the public health violence prevention model. each frame should 
show how the cycle of retaliatory violence escalates, but can be interrupted by alternatives to shooting. students can use 
multimedia tools, such as Prezi, to create their storyboards (prezi.com).

4. have students individually or in groups write a journal entry from the perspective of a ceasefire client. the journal entry 
should include the reasons why they chose an alternative to violence and the role the “violence interrupter” played in changing 
their behavior. additionally, students can write a second entry from the perspective of the interrupter about what they learned 
as a result of working with the client.

5. have students choose a partner. each partner should pick a person—either a violence interrupter or a young person involved 
in a violent incident—and create a dialogue that might have taken place between the two to de-escalate a potential conflict. 
students can present their dialogues to the class.
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POST-SCREENING ACTIVITY CONT.

6.  ameena is one of only a couple of women who work at ceasefire. although women are often characterized as victims of gang 
and street violence, they also play an active role in both violence and violence prevention. Will ceasefire’s conflict resolution 
efforts be successful without the involvement of female violence interrupters? using their knowledge of ameena, have 
students write a proposal to ceasefire, outlining the ways that women can become part of the conflict resolution process.

7. read rapper nas’ open letter to Young Warriors in chicago, written in response to derrion albert’s death (ac360.blogs.cnn.
com/2009/09/30/open-letter-to-young-warriors-in-chicago). ask students to write their own open letter to the youth of 
chicago.

8. explain to students that a “social-ecological model” of violence prevention been suggested as a way of considering the 
multiple factors that contribute to violence: individual, relationship, community, society, and environment. have students go 
to the center for action civics (centerforactioncivics.org/site/files/963/122146/411514/565737/ecological_model.pdf) to 
explore the four factors. ask students to chose one individual from the film and create a social-ecological map of the different 
factors that contribute to that person’s experience with violence.

9. have students research community-based violence prevention programs in their neighborhood and conduct a program 
evaluation to determine the effectiveness of those programs. if possible, have students visit the website, read annual reports, 
and interview clients and administrators. ask students to note the organization’s understanding of the root causes of violence, 
what kinds of services they provide, and who funds them. have students prepare a presentation about one effective program 
that exists in their community. 

10. help students place violence prevention in a global perspective by having them watch “Women, War, and Peace”(pbs.org/
wnet/women-war-and-peace) and use the engagement resources to reflect on the themes of the film. (itvs.org/films/women-
war-and-peace/engagement-resources). assign an essay, asking students to make a comparison between ameena’s work in 
chicago and the work of women peacemakers abroad.

reSourceS

Books
kotlowitz, alex, There Are No Children Here The 
Story of Two Boys Growing Up in the Other America. 
new York: anchor books, doubleday, 1991.

mccollum sharon l., banas, sean, murphy, madonna 
m., Managing Conflict Resolution. new York: infobase 
Publishing, 2009.

Films
Will I Be Next? directed by ralph rollins, 
produced by Jeff mccarter and elizabeth czekner. 
mediathatmattersfest.org/watch/9/will_i_be_next

Crips and Bloods: Made In America. directed by 
stacy Peralta, produced by baron davis.
cripsandbloodsmovie.com/about.html

Bastards of the Party. directed by cle sloan, 
produced by alex demyanenko.
bastardsofthepartydvd.com



writing StandardS 9-10, 11-12 

#1 Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and sufficient evidence.

#2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through 
the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.

#3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured 
event sequences.

#4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

#5 use technology, including the internet, to produce, publish, and update individual or shared writing products, taking advantage of 
technology’s capacity to link to other information and to display information flexibly and dynamically.

#6 conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated question) or solve a 
problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of 
the subject under investigation.

#7  gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; assess the 
usefulness of each source in answering the research question; integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of 
ideas, avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for citation.

SpeaKing and LiStening 9-10, 11-12

#1 initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners 
on grades 9–10 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.

#3 evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and use of evidence and rhetoric, identifying any fallacious reasoning or exaggerated or 
distorted evidence.

#4 Present information, findings, and supporting evidence clearly, concisely, and logically such that listeners can follow the line of 
reasoning and the organization, development, substance, and style are appropriate to purpose, audience, and task.

#5 make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual, graphical, audio, visual, and interactive elements) in presentations to enhance 
understanding of findings, reasoning, and evidence and to add interest.

#6 adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of formal english when indicated or appropriate.

writing StandardS For LiteracY in hiStorY/SociaL StudieS, Science and technicaL SuBJectS 9-10, 11-12

#1 cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources, attending to such features as the date and origin 
of the information.

#2 determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary of how key events or ideas 
develop over the course of the text.

#3 analyze in detail a series of events in a text; determine whether earlier events caused later ones or simply preceded them.

nationaL curricuLuM StandardS For SociaL StudieS

#1 culture: through the study of culture and cultural diversity, learners understand how human beings create, learn, share, and adapt 
to culture, and appreciate the role of culture in shaping their lives and society, as well the lives and societies of others. in schools, this 
theme typically appears in units and courses dealing with geography, history, sociology, and anthropology, as well as multicultural 
topics across the curriculum.

#2 PeoPle, Places, and enVironments: this theme helps learners to develop their spatial views and perspectives of the world, to 
understand where people, places, and resources are located and why they are there, and to explore the relationship between human 
beings and the environment. in schools, this theme typically appears in courses dealing with geography and area studies, but it is also 
important for the study of the geographical dimension of other social studies subjects.

#3 indiVidual deVeloPment and identitY: Personal identity is shaped by family, peers, culture, and institutional influences. through 
this theme, students examine the factors that influence an individuals personal identity, development, and actions.

#4 indiViduals , grouPs, and institutions: institutions such as families and civic, educational, governmental, and religious 
organizations, exert a major influence on people’s lives. this theme allows students to understand how institutions are formed, 
maintained, and changed, and to examine their influence.

#5 PoWer, authoritY, and goVernance: one essential component of education for citizenship is an understanding of the historical 
development and contemporary forms of power, authority, and governance. through this theme, learners become familiar with the 
purposes and functions of government, the scope and limits of authority, and the differences between democratic and non-democratic 
political systems.

#6 ciVic ideals and Practices: an understanding of civic ideals and practices is critical to full participation in society and is an 
essential component of education for citizenship. this theme enables students to learn about the rights and responsibilities of citizens 
of a democracy, and to appreciate the importance of active citizenship.

ALIGNMENT TO STANDARDS

13
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Student handout a: FILM MODULE 
WORKSHEET

directions: as you watch the modules, fill in the graphic organizer with evidence from the film of her key 
characteristics, connections, and quotes.

perSonaL experienceS perSonaLitY traitS

QuoteSconnectionS to
the coMMunitY
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Student handout B: 
ACTIVIST SPOTLIGHT

directions: the nobel Women’s initiative’s website features profiles of women from around the world whose 
work promotes peace-work that is often carried out in the shadows with little recognition. Your assignment is 
to design and write an “activist spotlight” page for ameena matthews to be included on the nobel Women’s 
initiative’s website.

Step 1: View examples of other activist spotlights on the nobel Women’s initiative’s website: 
nobelwomensinitiative.org/spotlight. in the space below, write down a list of the components of an activist 
spotlight:

Step 2: gather research for your profile:

• interview: “meet ameena matthews, one of chicago’s gang ‘interrupters’”: indiewire.com/article/interview_
meet_ameena_matthews_one_of_chicagos_gang_interrupters 

• interview: “it’s a warzone here - a look the interrupters and interview with ameena matthews”: 
permanentplastichelmet.com/2011/12/06/its-a-warzone-here-a-look-at-the-interrupters-and-interview-with-
ameena-matthews

• interview: “how can We interrupt Violence?”: msmagazine.com/blog/blog/2011/09/13/how-can-we-
interrupt-violence

• interview: “it’s either kill or be killed...”: pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/social-issues/interrupters/its-either-
kill-or-be-killed

• Video: ameena speaks at a Young man’s funeral: youtube.com/watch?v=uVzhX8qsrqe

• Video: ameena’s Prayer Vigil: youtube.com/watch?v=uVzhX8qsrqe

Step 3: Write and publish your activist profiles online using one of the following blogging platforms: 

• edublogs: edublogs.org 

• Pen.io: pen.io 

• Pencamp: pencamp.com 
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teacher handout:
ACTIVIST SPOTLIGHT RUBRIC

*adapted from intel’s assessing Projects library: educate.intel.com/pk/assessingProjects

exceeding the 
Standard

Meeting the 
Standard

approaching the 
Standard

eMerging

content

i select many specific 
details that show what is 
important and interesting 
about the person.

i use some 
appropriate details 
to show what is 
important and 
interesting about
the person.

i use a few details, 
but the reader 
doesn’t really learn 
what is important 
and interesting about 
the person.

i do not use very 
many details, and 
the reader does 
not learn what 
is important or 
interesting about 
the person.

Language:
vocabulary

i use interesting and lively 
words that show rather 
than tell about the person.

i use interesting 
words to describe 
the person.

i use some 
interesting words, 
but most of the 
language in my 
article is ordinary.

the language 
in my article is 
ordinary.

Language: 
Quotations

When it makes sense to 
do so, i include some of 
the person’s exact words 
in quotation marks in 
my article along with my 
descriptions of what the 
person said to make the 
story more interesting.

sometimes i include 
the person’s exact 
words.

i try to include the 
person’s exact words, 
but sometimes it 
doesn’t really make 
sense.

i do not include 
any of the
person’s exact 
words.

conventions

i do not have any 
mistakes in sentences, 
spelling, punctuation, or 
capitalization in my article.

i do not have 
any mistakes in 
sentences, spelling, 
punctuation, or 
capitalization 
that make it hard 
for the reader to 
understand what i 
have written.

i have a few
mistakes in
sentences, spelling, 
punctuation, and 
capitalization that 
make it hard for the 
reader to understand 
what i have written.

i have so many 
mistakes in 
sentences, 
spelling, 
punctuation, and 
capitalization 
that readers 
have a hard time 
understanding 
what i have 
written.

Multimedia

i effectively integrate 
multimedia features 
throughout the spotlight. 
the photo and video are 
high-quality, support the 
spotlight’s purpose, and 
are appropriate for the 
audience.

i use multimedia 
features effectively 
throughout the 
spotlight. the photo 
and video are
high-quality and 
relate to the topic.

i try to use 
multimedia the 
spotlight, but some 
of the photos or 
video are low-quality 
or do not relate well 
to the topic.

i do not use 
multimedia on 
my spotlight.
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honorable margaret s. chin, 
new York city council

honorable scott m. stringer, 
manhattan borough President

this program is supported, in part, by public funds from 

the new York city department of cultural affairs.

coMMunitY cLaSSrooM
community classroom is an innovative and free resource for educators, offering short-form film modules 
adapted from itVs’s award-winning documentaries and standards-based lesson plans for high school and 
community colleges, ngos, and youth organizations. itvS.org/educatorS/coLLectionS

itvS
independent television service (itVs) funds, presents, and promotes award-winning independently 
produced documentaries and dramas on public television and cable, innovative new media projects on the 
Web, and the emmy® award-winning series Independent Lens on Pbs. itVs receives core funding from the 
corporation for Public broadcasting, a private corporation funded by the american people. Women and 
girls lead is a strategic public media initiative to support and sustain a growing international movement 
to empower women and girls, their communities, and future generations. to learn more, visit itvS.org/
woMen-and-girLS-Lead

triBeca FiLM inStitute
tribeca film institute is a year-round nonprofit arts organization that empowers filmmakers through grants 
and professional development, and is a resource for and supporter of individual artists in the field. the 
institute’s educational programming leverages an extensive network of people in the film industry to help 
new York city students learn filmmaking and gain the media skills necessary to be productive citizens and 
creative individuals in the 21st century. triBecaFiLMinStitute.org

triBeca Youth Screening SerieS
the tribeca Youth screening series is a free-of-charge program that brings new York city public middle 
and high school students and teachers to screenings at tribeca cinemas and during the tribeca film 
festival. films are chosen for their educational relevance, but also for their cinematic merits. students 
are exposed to independent films, filmmakers, and subject matter not typically explored in mainstream 
hollywood fare, and teachers are supplied with a film text that can serve as a unique supplement to their 
curriculum. in order to facilitate further study of films, tfi creates original study guides for each film and 
works with teachers to incorporate both these and tfi’s teaching artists in the classroom.

allison milewski: arts and media education consultant, curriculum specialist, and founder, PhotoForward
loira limbal: independent filmmaker and deputy director of firelight media

itvS engageMent and education StaFF

associate director of engagement & education
duong-chi do

education manager
annelise wunderlich

national community engagement coordinator
Sara Brissenden-Smith

engagement & education assistant
nallaly Jimenez

media services manager
Benita Stills

triBeca Youth Screening SerieS StaFF

executive director, 
tribeca film institute
Beth Janson

education director
vee Bravo

schools coordinator
ashley Farmer

education assistant
rachel Miller

designer
Julia Yang

additional program support provided by:

engaging educators and students through film

this program is supported, in part, by public funds from the new York city department of cultural affairs in partnership with the city council


